
HTML – THE COMPUTING UNLOCKED GUIDE

<!DOCTYPE HTML>

<HTML> <HEAD>

<TITLE>HTML-THE COMPUTING UNLOCKED 

GUIDE</TITLE>

</HEAD>

<BODY> </BODY>

</HTML>



LEARNING OBJECTIVES

• Understand what HTML is

• Learn about ‘tags’

• Learn about tag attributes

• Create your first html project using the Trinket editor

• Understand the term Metadata

• Understand the relationship between CSS & HTML



What is html?

• Every webpage is written in html

• Web browsers read the html and 

transform it into a recognisable 

webpage

• Hypertext Markup Language (in case 

you were wondering!)



TAGS:

Tags are the things which appear in brackets and form the 

crucial syntax of html – the tags are what your web 

browser reads and decodes to display your web page.



Essential Tags:

Definition:

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html></html>

Header:

<head></head>

Title:

<title></title>

Body:

<body></title>



Basic Tags:

Headings:

<h1></h1> <h2></h2> <h3></h3> <h4></h4> <h5></h5> <h6></h6>

Paragraphs:

<p></p>

Links:

<a href="home.html"> My homepage </a>

Images:

<img src="photo.jpg">

Lists:

<ul></ul>    <ol></ol>

<li></li>



Definition - <!DOCTYPE html> <html> </html> 

This basically defines the document as web page. It also 

identifies the beginning and end of the HTML document. All other 

tags must fall between the html tags. 

Header - <head> </head> 

The header contains information about the document that will not 

appear on the actual page, such as the title of the document, the 

author, which stylesheet to use and also meta tags. 



Title - <title> </title> 

The title tag defines the title that will appear in the title bar of 

your web browser. The title must appear between the head 

tags. 

Body - <body> </body> 

The body tags contain all the information and other visible content on the 

page. All your images, links and plain text must go between the <body> and 

</body> tags. 



Headings - <h1> A Heading </h1> 

……<h6></h6>

Use headings for titles and subtitles, and make some text stand out from 

others. See text formatting tags. 

Paragraphs - <p> Some text </p 

Most content on a simple web page will appear in paragraphs or sections

Links - <a href="home.html"> My homepage 

</a> 

Links are necessary for users to jump from one page to another. 



Images - <img src="photo.jpg“/>

Image tags contain links to the source of an image rather than the content itself

Lists - <ul></ul>    <ol></ol>   <li></li>

List tags can be unordered or ordered

Using all of the basic tags allow you to add all the content 

you need to build a website!



Tag Attributes

The other thing you need to know about tags is that they can contain attributes which 

communicate a message to your web browser that content needs to be displayed in a 

particular way, e.g.

<p align=”center”> This paragraph needs to be in the centre of the page </p>

Means that the text in this particular paragraph needs to be aligned in the centre of the 

page, so in a web browser it would appear like this:

This paragraph needs to be in the centre of the page

So adding an attribute allows you to change the way your web page is laid out.



CSS

CSS or Cascading Style Sheets is a language used in conjunction with 

html to add style to your website.

It can be used to modify colours, font types, font sizes, shadows, 

images, element positioning, etc.. A bit like ‘formatting’ in Word, Excel, 

etc..

CSS Can be added in two ways:

By typing the CSS code directly into your html editor or by creating a 

separate CSS editor the linking the two using a link tag 

<a href =style.css  in the <head> of your document.

Mastering both CSS and HTML gives you control over all aspects of 

both the look and content of your website



HELP!

Computing Unlocked Resources page:

http://www.computingunlocked.org.uk/programming-resources.html

Trinket:

https://trinket.io

Code Academy:

https://www.codeacademy.com

Code Club Projects:

https://www.codeclub.org.uk/projects

http://www.computingunlocked.org.uk/programming-resources.html
https://trinket.io/
https://www.codeacademy.com/
https://www.codeclub.org.uk/projects

